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AbstrAct  ChemAxon’s Marvin JS adds chemical drawing capabilities to web pages. The tool handles small molecules, reactions, Markush 
structures and query molecules. Building on 20 years of experience in cheminformatics, Marvin JS is a fast, reliable, and chemically intelligent 
editor that can seamlessly integrate with web-based software solutions by exploiting their public API.
Marvin JS is used by more than 60 software solutions covering search applications, electronic lab notebooks (ELNs), catalogs, research lab and 
online education tools, registration and inventory systems.

Query interface for search engines

Software for chemistry education

Essential part of collaboration tools and ELNs

Entry point for registration systems and inventories

Marvin JS can connect to multiple chemical databases and various web appli-
cations to look up small molecules or reactions, while staying in-sync with their 
unique properties. Advanced features include: atom lists, homology groups, 
query atoms and bonds, R-groups, atom and bond query properties help 
performing focused search.
Also, several structure formats like: MRV, SMILES, MOLfile, CDX, InChI, chemical 
name are supported.

Chemical education has shifted from the “chalk-on-blackboard” to wireless 
tech-savvy gadgets. Our tool is used in online examination and homework 
systems. Teachers can create their own test sets related to drawing chemical 
structures and reaction mechanisms including electron flow arrows. The 
easy-to-use interface lets students focus on chemistry. An automatic evaluation 
of the answers is possible as well with the help of other ChemAxon products. 

Dozens of properties are optimized to identify a promising drug candidate. These 
properties usually come from a set of disparate sources, such as commercial or 
in-house calculation services, custom computational models. Marvin JS is ready 
to be connected to RESTful  web services provided either by ChemAxon, created 
with third party vendors or built in-house. This flexibility makes Marvin JS the 
perfect visualization component where chemical information has to be shared 
among colleagues, connecting departments via an ELN or other collaboration 
tools.

Registering unique molecules in an organization’s compound database while 
tracking chemicals and samples in an inventory system, requires an interface, 
where all the necessary information can be entered about a molecule; and 
support the subsequent steps of the registration process. Marvin JS comes 
with a set of features that helps in proper identification of compounds (stereo-
isomers, salts, isotopes, polymers…). It is also possible to integrate Marvin JS 
with structure checker and standardizer services, so that submitted molecules 
can go through validation and standardization steps as part of the registration 
process.
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